Requirements:

All:

❖ Choose any of the Semester 2 extra-credit tasks or activities (no more than 3)
❖ All in French in your own words (where applicable)
❖ You must have made up all missing assignments (including homework)
❖ Deadline for submission is Tuesday, May 27th

#1:
Challenging yourself to compete in Le Grand Concours (the National French Contest) earns you extra credit! With this extracurricular activity, you are taking a risk and showing your motivation to learn about the French language beyond the classroom!

#2:
You are a participant in the Quebec trip this winter. Be sure to complete all related assignments including a journal entry for each day on the trip to receive extra-credit ☺

#3:
Choose a recipe from a francophone area. Show how you followed the recipe. You can use photos with captions or a video. No English! Use French words, phrases as you describe how to make the dish. Be creative ☺

#4:
Find a French song that you like and learn how to sing it. Record or videotape yourself singing the song (okay to use the lyrics as you sing). Submit the file via Canvas.

#5:
Record yourself teaching French and email it to me. The recording should be at least 5 minutes and about something you have learned this year.

#6:
Have at least 6 photos and a short commentary for each. They can portray items, rooms in the house, yourself doing something. To receive credit, use only phrases that you have learned how to say. NO GOOGLE TRANSLATE!